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MID YEAR REVIEW
INVESTMENT-THESIS FOR 2013
Reviewing our theses and the outlook
for the second half of the year

6. Outperformance by emerging markets and Japan
We were right about Japan, wrong about
emerging markets. After a correction to the
Nikkei of more than 20%, we once again see
good entry opportunities. Manufacturers of
consumer goods will benefit from pent-up
demand, leading to a further increase in

Equity markets overall
1. Shift from lower-risk to higher-risk investments
Investors have reduced liquidity in favour of
both bonds and equities. But no major shift
from bonds to equities has yet taken place.
We assume that, after the impressive rise in
yields, we will go lower again.
2. New all-time highs on the US markets

exports. Emerging markets, on the other hand,
will still face headwinds.
Bonds
7. Avoid government bonds
We were right on this one. Yields on the interest
market rose sharply. The yield on 1-year treasury
bonds rose to over 2.6%. The bond markets as a
whole were characterized by high volatility. The

We were right on this one. Both the S&P 500 and

volatility of bond prices will remain high, but we

the Dow Jones reached new highs. For the

don’t expect a continued increase in yields.

second half, we anticipate a correction, and are
positioning ourselves cautiously.
Sectors
3. Preference for technology, biotech
and insurance shares
We were only partially right on this one.
Biotech shares performed strongly, technology
shares mostly underperformed. Between now
and the end of the year, we see the best
opportunities in the technology area and will
overweight this sector.
4. Oil equipment suppliers outperformed
compared to integrated oil companies

8. Fix-to-float bonds relatively attractive
Relative to government bonds, the hybrid bonds
performed better. But they are still below where
they started off the year. The increased volatility
on the equity markets combined with increased
bond volatility leads us to predict that yields on
fix-to float bonds will only be at the level of
their coupons.
Currencies
9. Depreciation of yen
The yen has depreciated against the USD by well
over 10%. We expect a further devaluation of
the yen, as Japan’s Premier Abe will announce

Real assets were quite disappointing this year.

long-term structural reforms after the elections

As predicted, oil equipment suppliers did

on July 21.

better than integrated companies. The oil
sector historically lags in the business cycle and
as a result we are anticipating relative outperformance in the second half.

10. Weaker USD
We were not right about this. The greenback is
slightly higher against the CHF as well as the
EUR. The Swiss National Bank has maintained

Geographic regions

the peg to the EUR. The EUR is higher against

5. On a sector-by-sector basis, Europe is
trading at no discount to the US

the USD to appreciate against the CHF and

While in absolute terms, Europe is still trading
at a discount, this is not the case on a sectorby-sector basis. Up to now, Europe has performed significantly worse than the US. Due to an
earlier brightening of the economic outlook in
the US, we continue to prefer the American
equity market.

the CHF than at the start of the year. We expect
EUR. By principle we will keep the Euro hedged.

